
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes of the Regular Meeting 

University Park Infrastructure Committee 

January 11, 2018 

 

The meeting of the University Park Infrastructure Committee was called to order at 1:21 p.m. on January 11, 

2018 in the Conference Room of The UPLI Office at 8301 The Park Blvd, University Park, FL. 

 

The following committee members were present:  David Van Brunt, Warren Cohen, Tom Christopher, Olaf 

Maly, Jim Long, Dave Heagerty and Steve Hatton & Fidel Villegas of CMS. 

 Minutes from 10/26/2017 Infrastructure Committee Meeting were unanimously approved. 

 Electric streetlights to be upgraded to LED was discussed based on the proposal attached.  Mr. Hatton 

clarified that lights would be retrofitted atop existing poles and surge protection and a quote was also 

presented for photo cells resulting in an estimated cost of $153,907.65.  Mr. Hatton further advised that 

the finance committee is supportive.  Final totals will be added to the next board meeting agenda and 

finance committee. 

 Grosvenor and other neighborhood street-flooding was discussed.  Although there has not been current 

flooding the neighborhood has provided for camera scope inspection in their budget.  There is differing 

opinion as to whether this is community or neighborhood expense.  There was also discussion as to the 

inaccurate drawings of master drainage map/K lake drainage. 

 Tom Christopher provided the attached proposal regarding lift station backup generator RFP.  This 

proposal does not include personnel training cost to hook up the generator or mobilization of the crew.  

Mr. Christopher reviewed the contract of and spoke with A.J. Stewart who advised that he has in the 

past hooked up his own portable generator in addition to the lift station service/inspection.  Mr. Cohen 

advised that he did this when he was refurbishing the lift stations.  Mr. Christopher recapped his 

recommendation per the attachment.  It was determined to amend the contract with A.J. Stewart to be 

more specific as to post-storm service for the lift stations.  The members of the committee thanked Mr. 

Christopher for his research and recommendation.   

 Tom Christopher advised the electrical wiring evaluation findings.  Mr. Christopher recapped his 

recommendation per the attachment.  It was determined that based on the details provided by FPL and 

others as noted in the attachment, there is no way to be proactive.  Therefore, if there is a failure, repairs 

would be at the expense of the community for the cable/wire that runs from the transformer to the 

commercial meters.  The cable/wire that runs from the transformer to the individual residences is FPL 

responsibility.  The members of the committee thanked Mr. Christopher for his research and 

recommendation. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 Other as appropriate: 

 Fidel Villegas advised that there have been problems with electrical wires for irrigation pumps affecting 

Ascot, Heathfield and Notting Hill.  Electricians have been working for several days to locate source of 

problem.  Fidel shared photos and Steve Hatton advised that ultimately most of the issues can be 

attributed to direct wire burial.  In Notting Hill one issue was the responsibility of Cypress 

Communications when they lay the cable for Comcast.  In an area of Heathfield the UF was cut and the 

repair was done with regular wire not waterproof wire.  Mr. Hatton advised that when problems are 

discovered repairs are made using wire in conduit which requires hand digging.  Mr. Villegas advised 

that when one problem in an area is repaired it exposes another area to be repaired and this process is 

time consuming and costly.  Olaf Maly commented that it seems that a program is needed to replace all 

the wiring.  Mr. Hatton asked infrastructure committee for input as to cost of direct boring for the wiring 

issues.  Mr. Maly advised that he would like to know the cost of direct boring as opposed to current 

method of repairs.  Mr. Villegas advised that the current method is expensive and it is ongoing.  To save 

costs Alex Guadarrama and his crew are doing the digging instead of this being done by the electricians 

who have very high hourly rates.  Mr. Cohen commented that this is only a temporary fix and that 

boring would eliminate re-landscaping costs.  It was determined that the details of consultant 

recommendations be reviewed in order to make decision as to the best way to proceed and that this is a 

neighborhood expense to those affected.  It was also stated that any issues regarding the irrigation 

pumps need to be addressed by the Water Management Committee. 

 

 

 

With no other items to discuss, Meeting was adjourned by unanimous consent at 2:34 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Steve Hatton 

CMS, Property Manager 


